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ABSTRACT
Some 10% of pregnancies will qualify as high obstetric risk and will present some maternal or fetal complication. In the Dominican Republic, with a birth rate of 166,938 in the year 2022, many of these births merit the participation of a maternal-fetal medicine team. The need to form a physical and human fetal therapy unit is becoming more visible every day in all countries in the world. The Dominican Republic has not been the exception, having managed to form the Dominican fetal medicine team, with a multidisciplinary perinatal vision of integration of maternal fetal medicine and pediatric subspecialties in a single team. Considering the economic rates of our Latin American countries, excluding a country from this service forces the patient to search international treatment, representing a limitation for a very vulnerable population. Thanks to the Dominican medical commitment and its public and private authorities, today Dominican fetal surgery is advancing under the banner ‘Health for our people, from our people’.
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INTRODUCCIÓN

Approximately 10% of pregnancies correspond to high obstetric risk because they will present some perinatological complication, either maternal or fetal. In the Dominican Republic, from 166,938 births in the year 2022\textsuperscript{(1)} about 16,693 pregnancies required the participation of a maternal-fetal medicine team at some point. Thanks to the growth in knowledge and skills in prenatal diagnosis and management, the imminent need to form a physical and human fetal therapy unit arose in the world; the Dominican Republic was no exception, and the Dominican fetal medicine team was formed.

The birth rate of Latin American and Caribbean countries for 2021 was 15 per 1,000 inhabitants\textsuperscript{(2)}. Considering these demographic figures and the published historical controls of incidence for each pathology susceptible to fetal surgery, we know that annually in Latin America a large number of cases can benefit from intrauterine fetal therapy, with a proper diagnosis and meeting the criteria of fetuses candidates for treatment. Of these cases, about 35 fetuses with pathologies susceptible to fetal therapy would receive treatment in the Dominican Republic annually, with timely diagnosis and referral. The projected casuistry
is distributed as follows: 5 cases of obstructive uropathies, 3 cases of congenital diaphragmatic hernia, 2 of amniotic band syndrome, 8 of intergемellar transfusion syndrome, 2 of selective intrauterine growth restriction, 1 of congenital laryngeal atresia, 5 of congenital pulmonary and airway malformation (including its hybrids), 1 of giant chorioangioma, 1 of sacrococcygeal teratoma, 7 of spina bifida. Many of these pathologies have a perinatal mortality rate close to 100%, while the others produce sequelae and limitations in the children’s motor and functional development of great impact. Until a few years ago, only limited efforts had been made to help these fetuses because there was no access to local fetal surgery, leaving international care as the only option for patients. For travel and treatment, only 1% of the affected population had the resources for international insurance coverage or the financial means to cover these expenses.

**Training of the Human Resources of the Dominican Fetal Therapy Unit and Maternal Fetal Support - Training of Maternal Fetal Medicine Schools**

The formation of human resources duly trained and selected, and with directed trainings, allowed the following advances in the structure: standardization in the formation of maternal-fetal medicine schools - management format, protocols and ultrasonographic follow-up.

The development of a standardized format in academic training and clinical approach, as well as protocols for the development of interconsultation, management and ultrasound reports, allows for easy understanding, approach and follow-up of the patient. If the patient is transferred from one maternal-fetal medicine unit endorsed by our group to another (located in another city), it ensures compliance with the previously planned assessment and consultation schedule and avoids multiple pharmacological treatments that can often be left unfinished between the change from one care center to another, thus jeopardizing the objective of this.

**Perinatal health**

The multidisciplinary fusion in a single team (Maternal fetal medicine and Pediatrics) with a focus on prenatal and postnatal approach allows pre-surgical counseling with a more accurate approach for patients, especially in the prenatal process and for at least the following 12 months of the postnatal. This method decreases maternal anxiety and stress about the uncertainty of birth plans and postnatal follow-up, as well as the creation of a doctor-patient relationship with the pediatric and pediatric subspecialty team, who will be in charge of postnatal treatments.

**National Prenatal Referral Network**

The creation of a medical assistance network with telephone, web and interpersonal connection assisted by a coordinator allows the rapid response of the team in any area of the country according to the needs of the patient, where maternal and fetal care is received in a period of less than 24 hours with a work plan to be developed in a protocolized manner.

**Figure I. Multidisciplinary team in EXIT procedure (ex utero intrapartum treatment) for cervical lymphangioma. Participating services: gynecology and obstetrics, maternal-fetal medicine, anesthesiology, otorhinolaryngology, pediatric surgery, pediatrics, neonatology, nursing.**
**Perinatal Health from the First Trimester of Gestation**

**Embryoscopies**

Perinatal health and fetal therapy have been focused for many years on neonatal survival. However, the appropriate combination of the use of endoscopy, ultrasound and genetics has also made it possible to respond to cases of early gestational loss that for many years were placed in a group of unknown causes. Today, by means of the technique of embryoscopy performed by means of a hysteroscope for direct visualization of the embryonic anatomy and embryo sampling before the 10th week of gestation (prior to performing uterine curettage), it has been possible to diagnose causes of losses and anatomical findings that could not have been visualized by ultrasound. In addition, samples of embryo remains had a 22% probability of contamination with maternal genetics, creating confusion in the interpretation of the results.

**Figure 2. Location of the National Prenatal Reference Network Centers in the Dominican Republic.**

**Figure 3. Embryoscopy of 8-week embryos without heartbeat at sonographic evaluation. By taking a sample of the embryos and by means of microarray studies it was possible to obtain information on genetic alterations with severe impact on embryofetal development.**
Follow-up of international protocols. International support in the application of new techniques

Fetal therapy centers located in countries with larger populations than ours, with decades of experience that exceed more than 1,000 cases treated, have developed techniques and protocols for fetal surgery that have surpassed the experimental stage and have transformed these techniques into an intrauterine treatment option, with results far superior to those obtained in previous years. Based on this, our work team has had the support of alliance with these centers and their medical directors, following their suggestions and guidelines that have allowed us to replicate their results, leading to increasingly effective and early fetal interventions.(5-8).

Conclusion

Fetal surgery has represented a Latin American reality and need for the last 20 years, which has led each country to take the initiative to establish their programs in search of the best perinatal survival for those fetuses susceptible to treatment. The growth and development of the human resources involved in the fetal therapy team, as well as the technological development of each unit, has made it possible to replicate results that a few years ago were only a reality in North America and Europe. Considering the economic indices of our Latin American countries, excluding a country from this service, forcing the patient to seek international treatment, represents a limitation for a very vulnerable population.
population. That is why, thanks to the Dominican medical commitment and its public and private authorities, today Dominican fetal surgery and perinatal therapy is advancing with the banner ‘Health for our people, from our people’.
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